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Vehicle shown solely for purposes of illustration, and may not be equipped exactly as shown. See your local Subaru dealer for complete program details. See Owner’s Manual for complete details on system operation and limitations. Impreza and Subaru are registered trademarks. ‡ALG is the industry 
benchmark for residual values and depreciation data, www.alg.com. *To determine crashworthiness, IIHS rates vehicles good, acceptable, marginal or poor, based on performance in � ve tests. To qualify for 2017 Top Safety Pick+, a vehicle must earn good ratings in the small overlap front, moderate 
overlap front, side, roof strength and head restraints tests. Vehicles must offer, as optional equipment, an autonomous emergency braking system (Subaru EyeSight®) and earn an advanced or superior rating for front crash prevention. Vehicle must also offer speci� c headlights that earn an acceptable 
or good headlight rating. For more details, visit www.iihs.org. **The Insurance Institute of Highway Safety (IIHS) rates models with optional or standard front crash prevention systems as superior, advanced or basic based on the availability of autonomous braking (autobrake) and its effectiveness in 
12 mph (19 km/h) and 25 mph (40 km/h) tests.

(WITH OPTIONAL EYESIGHT® AND 
STEERING RESPONSIVE HEADLIGHTS)

* ** ‡

COMPACT CAR

*

Shhh... WE THINK THE
 REST OF YOUR HOUSE
 MIGHT BE JEALOUS.
The all-new 2017 Subaru Impreza may just make your garage 
the most stylish and comfortable room in your home.

The 2017 Impreza has entered a new era of refi nement. It has boldly leapt forward with a silent cabin that’s 

rich in smooth, seamless surfaces, comfortable seating and thoughtful use of space, and keeps design 

sense apparent everywhere you look.  It’s also equipped with a completely redesigned next-generation 

infotainment system with the audiovisual quality you expect. 

With a unique blend of style, versatility, capability and technology, you’ll be spending more time driving 

your Impreza than living in your home. No wonder it’s jealous. To learn more, visit subaru.ca/impreza.

COL1703034 Subaru_Our Homes Ad-V2.indd   1 2017-04-17   12:08 PM

CUSTOM HOME DESIGNER / BUILDER
Mahzad Homes, Inc. is a Toronto custom home building firm involved with many projects including spec homes, custom 

homes, contraction and project management. Our philosophy has always been to find the ordinary in the unique, rare, and 
beautiful and seamlessly work that into our perfectly proportioned and tailored architecture and interiors.

beauty is in the details
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AAS A TORONTO-BORN CHILD of immigrant Italian parents, 
friends and family were important, and often at the core of everything 
we did. It was common to make last-minute phone calls on a Sunday 
afternoon to announce a visit. Before I knew it, I was thrust into a nice 
blouse with an itchy collar and herded into the car for an afternoon 
of dropping in. 

Whether I knew the person or not, I was often subjected to pinched 
cheeks and crushed bosoms and exclamations of how tall I was getting. 
We were ushered past an immaculate kitchen to the formal living and 
dining room, where an assortment of sweets, liqueurs and other treats 
lay in our family’s wait. 

Today when people visit, kids run and play, sloshing juice on the 
floor and touching walls with sticky fingers. Back then, we had to sit 
on the sofa quietly and munch cookies while adult conversation buzzed 
around us. We had a nice home with shag rugs, chrome based glass 
coffee tables and real Italian leather sofas, but for me, visiting other 
homes was like visiting castles. 

Often, plastic covers adorned the living room furniture, designed to 
preserve and protect the fabric. If you’ve ever sat on a plastic seat cover, 
you’ll know that bare legs and plastic don’t mix, especially on a hot day. 
I’d look around in wonder at the silk tapestries, heavy velvet curtains, 
tasselled shades, china proudly on display and Tiffany-style chandeliers. 

As I got older, I grew to dislike that style of décor. Everything still 
seemed new but stuck in time because of its meticulous care. It was like 
being in a museum.  

As an adult, I came to understand and appreciate where our family 
and friends came from, and why they treasured their belongings. 
Coming to Toronto with nothing and working hard to buy good pieces 
was a hallmark of their achievements. It was something to be honoured, 
not looked down upon. 

Sure, today, our perspectives have changed and new products have 
all but eliminated the need for plastic covered sofas. Lots of those 
heirloom pieces linger, and with a bit of a refresh, they are in vogue 
again, allowing what was old to become new again. They find a special 
place in our homes beside new, more contemporary pieces and are 
constant reminders of our family histories. 

As we celebrate Canada’s 150th  birthday, may your home be filled 
with everything  that brings you joy.

Gina Makkar, Managing Editor
gina.makkar@ourhomes.ca

 Follow us @OurHomesMag

Get more at ourhomes.caonline

 Transforming a brand is 
like renovating a house

Your brand may have great bones and lots of potential—but lacking in curb appeal for 
your specific market. As a branding firm specializing in lifestyle brands, we transform 

the ordinary into  extraordinary for your business advantage.

Riordon Design_TORONTO.indd   1 2017-06-05   1:04 PM
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43 FULLY FURNISHED HERITAGE-INSPIRED 
COTTAGES ON LAKE ROSSEAU FROM $659,900* 
Amidst the pristine landscapes and crystal clear waters of Lake Rosseau, a legacy of a 
lifetime awaits you. Introducing Legacy Cottages on Lake Rosseau. An exclusive collection 
of heritage-inspired cottages steps to the lake. Right next to the famed Clevelands House 
Muskoka, this is the perfect setting to make memories that last for generations.

REGISTER AT LEGACYCOTTAGES.CA

*Prices and specifi cations are subject to change without notice. Images are artist’s concept only E.&O.E. 
Exclusive listing brokerage. The Condo Store Realty. Inc., Brokerage. Brokers protected. 
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You’re hot, you’re sweaty. 
What can you do for relief?

Other than the obvious answers – hang out by 
the pool, at the mall with igloo temperatures 
or at an outdoor cafe with an iced drink – 
sooner or later you do have to go home.

Here are our go-to suggestions for cooling 
off in the summer – indoors.

DRESS TO REFRESH
Create a summer look by dressing your sofas 
and chairs with linen slipcovers. 

Linen has natural wicking abilities that 
pull moisture away from the skin. Used for 
centuries in hot climate countries, it also has 
natural anti-bacterial qualities. 

COOL OFF WITH FANS
Living through a hot summer without 
air conditioning seems impossible, but 
you’ll still feel the humidity at some point. 
Many people don’t like the recirculated air 
from air conditioners, or the high energy 
bills that come with cranking up the air 
conditioner 24/7.

For immediate relief, have a fan directed 
toward your body or your feet! I find that a fan 
at my feet seems to cool off the rest of me.

Ceiling fans such as Casablanca’s are 
romantic looking and create air movement 
that cools you off by evaporating the sweat 
from your body. More evaporation means 
a cooler human.

FEEL THE FREEZER BURN
If linen sheets are outside of your price range, 

then stick your cotton sheets in the fridge or 
freezer for a few minutes before bed. 

Place them in a plastic bag first, unless 
you want your sheets to absorb the variety of 
scents in your fridge. Granted, this won’t keep 
you cool all night, but it will provide a brief 
respite from the heat and humidity. 

COOL TO THE TOUCH
Enjoying a cool, sustainable home might be 
right on the counter or under your feet.

Stones such as granite or marble located on 
tables, counters and under your feet are cool to 
the touch. Why? They have a dense structure 
that absorbs heat from warmer objects. This 
heat dissipates through the stone quickly 
so it feels cold.

Stone is virtually indestructible, which 
makes it ideal for high-traffic areas in your 
home, requiring little or no refinishing, 
replacement or maintenance. 

MAKE IT DARK
Shutting your blinds and curtains all day will 
help block the sun’s rays. Close all windows 
the night before and through the hottest 
part of the day.

Closing blinds is especially necessary if 
you have south-facing window walls. No 
matter how much air conditioning you have, 
you’ll feel the heat and be blinded by the glare 
of the hot sun.

Turn off the lights. Light bulbs, even 
environmentally-friendly CFLs and LEDs give 
off heat – if not directly, then their electrical 
housing and transformers do. 

Take advantage of natural light as much as 
possible, and keep rooms cool after dark by 

using lights minimally or not at all. It’s a great 
reason to have dinner by romantic candlelight.

GET WET 
Take a shower, especially a cold rain shower. 
This will bring down your core body 
temperature and rinse off sweat, so you can hit 
the mattress feeling cool and clean.

SLEEP IN THE LOWER LEVEL
Basements make for a great summer residence. 
Since warm air rises and cool air sinks, the 
lower level makes for comfortable sleeping. 

Finishing off the basement is a worthwhile 
investment. The lower level is usually 10 to 
15 degrees cooler than the above-ground 
part of the house.

PSYCHOLOGICALLY SPEAKING
Cool colours – blues, greens and white 
– can promote your brain’s capacity to 
visually cool off.

Blues in particular remind us of the sky 
and the cool wet seas. And green, the colour of 
nature, always brings up thoughts of spring.

Embrace the summer and enjoy your home 
whether it’s located in the sky, on the ground 
or by the water. And ask yourself: How are 
you going to create a cool summer mood 
for your home? OH

Interior Designer 
Dolores Pian 

shares her ideas.

COOLING OFF IN THE HOT DAYS
OF SUMMER

1

2 3

4

5

6

1. SURYA: Birds By The Waters Edge II Wall Decor  
2. CASABLANCA FAN COMPANY: Piston Ceiling Fan in Matte 
Black  3. CRÉATION BAUMANN: Lerida IV Drapery Fabric in 
Colorit 0411  4. SURYA: Easton Table Lamp  5. SURYA: Ogee 
Pillow in Sky Blue & Parsons Pillow in Aqua  6. MONTAUK SOFA: 
ABC Slipcover Sofa in Linen

CoolingOffInSummer.indd   2 2017-05-04   5:35 PM

416 276-2011
info@nerofiredesign.com • www.nerofiredesign.com

Showroom Etobicoke South
332 Horner Av., Unit 100, Toronto M8W 1Z3

High-End Custom Electric Fireplaces 

Water Vapor Technology

Handmade Cabinets Toronto

Starting Size 20’’ to Unlimited

Nero Fire Design_TORONTO.indd   1 2017-05-24   1:14 PM

1194 CALEDONIA ROAD, UNIT E, TORONTO    |    416.225.9077    |    WWW.VIREZINTERIORS.COM

high quality contemporary home furnishings

and luxury interior home staging

Visit our showroom and discover the difference at Virez Home Interiors.
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MODERN
MATERIALS

PHOTOGRAPHY JASON HARTOG

1  SESCOLITE LIGHTING

Chandelier
Add ambience with a large-scale, 
Double Cirque candelabra-style 
chandelier. Handcrafted by skilled 
artisans, the circular-steel shapes are 
hand-forged from eight tapered petals. 

1461 Castlefield Ave.  
416.651.6570 | sescolite.com

2  ABACUS FURNITURE

Timpson Media Console
This solid walnut Timpson media console 
features live-edge figured walnut doors. 
Available in your choice of size, wood 
type, configuration and finish.

915 Oxford St. 
416.251.7251 | abacusfurniture.com

3  TAPESTRY DECOR

Sofa
A tufted back, supple neutral 
fabric, sleek arms and ebony legs 
come together to create this lovely 
transitional sofa. Nail-head trim 
glimmers while the single seat cushion 
adds a touch of modernity. 

250 Vaughan Valley Blvd., Vaughan 
416.710.3086 | tapestrydecor.ca

4  CARROCEL INTERIORS

Dining Table
A solid one-piece top in exotic 
Macassar ebony veneer rests on a 
double-U pedestal on sloped, block-
layered plinth bases. Made in house 
and customizable for your perfect 
dining combination.  

245 Bridgeland Ave. 
647.694.4683 | carrocel.com

5  SURFACES & CO.

Tile 
This beautiful grouping includes 
Balmoral Blue (Calacatta Oro, Marino 
Blue and Pacifica Blue) Gold Oxford 
Blue (Calacatta Oro, Gold Glass, Pacifica 
Blue) and Burst Palm mosaic in a custom 
stone blend. Luxury for all your surfaces.

133 Miranda Ave. 
416.782.8453 | surfacesco.ca

6  SHELTER FURNITURE

Ethan Chair 
This vintage-inspired dining chair 
combines polyurethane leather and a 
brushed stainless steel base in a brass 
finish. Imagine the possibilities.

885 Caledonia Rd. 
416.783.3333 | shelterfurniture.ca

Continued on page 14

Your stylish interior deserves 
unique and custom furnishings.

1

2

3

4
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8  GAUTIER

Compact Bed 
The contemporary lines of this Dimix 
compact low bed blends sleek 
materials with function to maximize 
storage in small spaces. Available 
in two sizes and finishes with an 
optional desk. 

230 Adelaide St. E. 
416.777.9494 | gautier.ca

7  CROWN WALLPAPER & FABRICS

Wallpaper
Add drama and texture to your walls 
with a fabulous Crown wallcovering. 
Choose an etched, intricate texture, an 
abstract style with colour, balance and 
depth, or a chic, lacquered look with an 
edgy vibe.

88 Ronson Dr. 
416.245.2900 | crownwallpaper.com

9  ELE CUSTOM

Leather Sofa
Proportionally alluring and boastfully 
modern, this piece features a low 
silhouette and is the essence of Ele’s 
collection. Available in fabric or 100 
per cent genuine leather, four lengths, 
three cushion fills and wood espresso 
or chrome legs.

3655 Weston Rd. 
416.742.4298 | elecustom.com  OH

7

8

9

Cornerstone’s summer sale is now running! Container loads of new inventory are ready to be seen 
in our Toronto and Cambridge showrooms. We have the largest selection of cabinets, cupboards 
and sofas in Ontario; beautiful styles in many sizes that are perfect for your home, and more 
affordable than you expected.

TORONTO
2886 Dundas Street West  T 416 767 8170

CAMBRIDGE
90 Main Street  T 519 740 9991

cornerstonefurniture.ca /CornerstoneHome /CSHome

24 years 
in business

*Quantities are limited  **Quick delivery to most areas 

CABINETS / SOFAS

Cornerstone-Our-Homes-Summer-2017-fullpage.pdf   1   2017-06-12   10:44 AM
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5RUGS
Bold prints aren’t only for vertical 
surfaces. A vivid exotic rug brings 

some drama to the fifth wall – the floor 
– which has several advantages. In some 
spaces, using a bold accent wall can leave 
the space feeling lopsided, but an accent 
rug stays grounded. Plus, you can always 
use a petite carpet (like a three-by-five-
foot) in a small nook for a little splash of 
interest, rather than filling a whole room. 
Try pairing a rug in a rich palette with 
a piece of art that echoes some of the 
same colours to add a sense of continuity 
throughout the space.

6TILES
In the kitchen and bath, and 
even beyond, tiles in exotic 

designs are a beautifully bold choice. 
Try a statement tile for a small area, such 
as a powder-room floor (or even the full 
walls), a kitchenette or butler’s pantry, 
a shower-stall floor or accent wall, or a 
short but impactful backsplash. Look to 
cosmopolitan suppliers like Cercan Tile for 
traditional cultural patterns or even bold 
tropical motifs, to speak volumes with just 
a few tiles.

7WILDLIFE
So maybe you can’t have an exotic 
pet – you can still bring home 

some wildlife in the way of a stunning live 
plant. Not all tropical varietals can survive 
a Canadian climate, but you can bring lots 
of exotic essence with indoor trees, such 
as the impressive fiddle leaf fig. Look for a 
plant with large leaves or fronds to bring 
the air of a dreamy vacation destination to 
your home year-round.  OH

2ARTISTIC ACCENTS
A curated home avoids clutter, but 
don’t be scared of adding a few 

sculptural objéts, even on your minimalist 
surfaces. Cultivate items with true beauty 
and meaning: fewer items of a higher 
quality will amount to a worldly collection 
over time, so bring one great piece back 
when you travel, rather than several 
tourist-trap knicknacks.

3FURNITURE
Adding accessories doesn’t 
feel like enough of a shake up? 

Opt out of using just the typical clean-
lined furniture and mix in something a 
bit more bold. Try drum coffee tables, 
East-Asian-influenced cabinets or 
Moroccan-inspired side tables. The flair a 
piece of exotic furniture brings to a space 
is worth braving a little commitment. 
Pair evocative pieces (like a studded 
wing chair) with demure classics like a 
plush leather sofa to create a subtle, 
sophisticated story. 

4PRINTS & PATTERNS
Fabric can be used to cover 
up or to attract attention. For 

beautiful draperies that make as much 
of a statement as the view outside, why 
not try a wild motif, such as this feather 
print from Maxwell Fabrics (Fantail fabric 
in #338 Prism). Try a similarly colourful 
print to upholster a side chair or bench, or 
spice up a headboard – or use a printed 
wallpaper to add rich hues to your dining 
room, foyer or powder room.

1PILLOWS & THROWS
For a quick infusion of exotic 
appeal, pile on the pillows. Indian, 

East- or South-Asian-inspired prints and 
fabrics make for an easy splash of colour, 
in as big or small a dose as you desire. 
Bravely add rich jewel tones to even the 
most neutral of colour schemes – they’re 
surprisingly easy to work with. The best 
part? If you eventually get tired of a 
saturated hue, you can always switch out 
the cases for a while, and bring them 
back in when you’re craving that sizzling 
flavour again.

EXOTIC 
ELEMENTS
STORY YANIC SIMARD  |   PHOTOGRAPHY VALERIE WILCOX

There’s no place like home, but 
sometimes don’t you dream of 
enticing distant lands? If your 
décor is feeling a little bit like the 
same old, same old, shake things 
up with a touch of exotic flair, 
and bring back that feeling of 
home sweet home.

Exotic statuettes 
look great perched 
on top of a smal l 
stack of books, 
and you can 
easily play with 
the arrangement 
whenever you feel 
like being creative.
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Indoor trees, such as the 
impressive f idd le leaf 
f ig, add exotic essence.

HERE ARE 7 OF 
MY FAVOURITE 
WAYS TO BRING 
AN ELEMENT OF 
THE EXOTIC INTO 
ANY DESIGN:

ExoticElements.indd   DPS 2017-05-04   5:07 PM
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The Pool 
You need not martyr your swimming-
pool daydreams just because you 
have four-legged friends. Pools are no 
problem for pets so long as you take 
a few precautions. Most importantly, 
you must have walk-in pool steps so 
that if your pooch (or other wildlife) 
accidentally falls in, they can exit safely. 
A winter safety cover is also a wise 
choice. If you plan on letting your dog 
swim, it’s important to rinse with fresh 
water afterwards to prevent tender 
skin from drying out. Be diligent in 
providing fresh water at all times so 
your pet is not tempted to drink the 
pool water. 

The Maintenance 
A chemical-free method of upkeep 
is always the safest choice for 
landscapes used by pets and people. 
Many natural products exist on the 
market today from paw-friendly salt 
alternatives to melt ice, to beneficial 
nematodes to eradicate lawn grubs. 
These modern-day products make the 
use of chemicals largely unnecessary 
and help protect furry friends, wildlife 
and people from unnecessary toxic 
exposure.  OH

The Paths 
Provide designated footpaths to give 
your pet much needed exercise and 
energy release while protecting other 
areas. Firstly, assess your yard for the 
trod-down paths your dog is already 
using, as your dog will always use the 
path of least resistance. If an undesired 
path arises, place a grouping of hardy 
shrubs or trees in its midst to redirect 
the route. When planning a perimeter 
garden, leave a two- to three-foot gap 
between the plant life and all fence 
lines. The reason for this? Dogs need to 
perform their perceived job of patrolling 
the boundary to keep out intruders. 
Even more so if there is another dog 
living in an adjacent yard. 

The Lawn
No question, dogs are hard on lawns. 
By selecting tough perennial rye grasses 
and fescues, your turf will have the best 
chance of survival. To protect against 
those ugly yellow patches of lawn-burn, 
hose down the spot after your canine 
urinates within eight hours of contact. 
You can also teach your pal to use a 
designated toilet zone by placing their 
feces in the desired location. Praise 
wildly when they use this space as was 
intended. Pets are like children – positive 
reinforcement outranks corrective 
disciplinary measures.  

The Digging 
Digging canines can be extremely 
destructive to a landscape. If your dog is 
a natural excavator, you must first figure 
out the reason behind the behaviour. 

•	 For	the	random	earth-mover,	create	
a three-foot-square designated dig 
zone made of sand and hide special 
treats at varying depths within it to 
encourage use. 

•	 Digging	along	fence	lines	could	
mean separation anxiety. Provide a 
cosy dog house to soothe an anxious 
mind. Keep an escape artist from 
tunneling under the fence by installing 
an underground barrier of chicken 
wire with rounded river stone on the 
surface to protect tender paw pads. 

•	 If	your	mongrel	likes	to	dig	holes	
and lay in them, overheating is 
likely the cause. Be sure to provide 
enough shady spots and ample 
drinking water. 

The Gardens
Woody plants are a dog owners’ 
best ally. Many are tough enough to 
stand a bit of bashing with structures 
substantial enough to deter even the 
liveliest of canines. Trees in particular 
have great importance as they 
perform double duty by also creating 
the necessary shade crucial for pets. 
If you have a male dog, evergreens 
must be protected, as dog urine is 
especially destructive to these plants. 
This can be accomplished by simply 
placing deciduous plants at their 
base. Otherwise your evergreens 

may end up with brown patches 
or die altogether. Pick thorn-free 
vegetation whenever possible, buy 
large and plant densely. To guard 
softer vegetation from being trod 
upon, areas containing delicate plant 
life should be elevated and retained. 
Potted plant materials are usually safe, 
so long as the containers are large 
and heavy enough to stand alone 
or be grouped together for added 
protection. If your pooch is a plant 
eater, be very cautious of the plants 
you grow. Contact your local SPCA 
for a full list of toxic plants to protect 
against accidental poisoning. 

POOCH-FRIENDLY
PLANNING A

paradise
STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
MELANIE REKOLA

Just because 
you want a safe 
play sanctuary 
for man’s best 
friend to frolic 
in doesn’t mean 
you have to sacrifice 
your backyard dreams. A mutually 
fulfilling retreat lies in wait! Follow 
these tips and you’ll be on your way 
to creating an outdoor haven that 
keeps both you and your hound 
comfortable and content. 

PlanningAPooch-FriendlyParadise.indd   DPS 2017-04-23   2:17 PM
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Here’s a fun twist on a summer party 
classic – fruity margaritas with a kick. 
We use bright, classic summer flavours 
and a hint of spice.

PEAR & GUAVA
MARGARITA 

INGREDIENTS

6 ounces pear-guava juice

2 ounces tequila 

1 ounce triple sec 

1 ounce agave syrup 

lime, for rimming 

1 Tbsp coarse salt, 
for rimming 

1 Tbsp sugar, for rimming 

¼ tsp crushed chili flakes, 
for rimming

fresh pear, sliced, for garnish 

DIRECTIONS

•	 Mix	together	salt,	sugar	and	
chili	flakes.	Rim	two	glasses	
with	lime	then	dip	into	
salt	mixture.	

•	 Fill	a	cocktail	shaker	with	
ice	and	add	pear-guava	
juice,	tequila,	triple	sec	and	
agave	syrup.	

•	 Shake	and	strain	into	
prepared	glasses	over	
crushed	ice.	Garnish	with	
pear	slice.		OH

MARGARITAS
spicy

RECIPE AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
JENELLE MCCULLOCH

WATERMELON
JALAPENO
MARGARITA 

INGREDIENTS 

1 cup watermelon, seeded 
and cubed 

1 jalapeno pepper, sliced 

2 ounces tequila 

1 ounce triple sec 

1 ounce agave syrup 

lime, for rimming

sugar, for rimming

ice

DIRECTIONS

•	 Rim	two	glasses	with	lime,	
then	sugar,	and	set	aside.

•	 In	a	shaker,	muddle	a	few	
slices	of	jalapeno.	Add	
watermelon	and	muddle	
to	release	juices.	Add	a	
scoop	of	ice	and	remaining	
ingredients.

•	 Shake	and	strain	into	
prepared	glasses	over	
crushed	ice.	Garnish	with	
jalapeno	slices.	

Get	more	recipes	at	ourhomes.ca/mag/cookonline

SpicyMargaritas.indd   1 1/2pg 2017-04-23   2:41 PM

MODERN LUXURY
YOU ARE INVITED TO BE PART OF A 

UNIQUE ENCLAVE OF HOMES  
WALKING DISTANCE TO THORNBURY

HOLLY STONE
Sales Rep / Advisor

705 888 5775

Engel & Völkers Collingwood Muskoka Real Estate Brokerage

A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME  
OPPORTUNITY SITUATED ON A  

PRIVATE CUL-DE-SAC OF ESTATE SIZE LOTS  
ACROSS THE STREET FROM GEORGIAN BAY

Each office indedpendantly owned and operated.

The  STANLEY $1,895,000

TD3 - 2990 $1,795,000

WWW.PHEASANTRUN.CA

DOWLING - 2230 $1,495,000

STONE_YORKTOR_SUM17.indd   1 2017-06-19   11:27 AMEngel and Volkers_Holly_TORONTO.indd   1 2017-06-19   3:34 PM
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P
Toronto’s Cabbagetown is known for its architectural 
heritage, with its concentration of Victorian houses, 
but it was a former peanut factory space that caught 
the eye of Charlie Eansor.

Purchased in 1988, the spacious, multi-level, 2,300 sq. ft. condo includes a living room, dining 
room, kitchen, two bedrooms, two bathrooms and a garage, as well as a rooftop deck. 

“At the time, I was in the market for a conventional condo, but this came up and all the pieces 
came into place. It’s a condo ownership but physically more like a townhouse complex; it was 
just so spacious,” says Eansor.

LOFTY 
AMBITIONS
STORY CATALINA MARGULIS   |   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON HARTOG

Soaring windows shine the light on 
the impeccably decorated living 
room space. It’s a great space for 
Zack, the couple’s standard poodle, 
to relax. LEFT: Stunning artwork is a 
vibrant addition.

Continued on page 26
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By the time 2013 rolled around, the condo was due for an update, 
says Eansor, who lives in the condo with wife Judy Cowling. “The 
bathrooms needed redoing, the kitchens needed redoing. We had some 
damage from a leaky roof over the years. So we decided to do it, and do 
it all at once,” he says.

With an office just down the street from the couple, Jeffrey 
Douglas of Douglas Design Studio was the right person to take 
on the project. “I walk the dog by Jeffrey’s office every day,” says 
Eansor, who shares that he and his wife had already embarked on the 
renovation before hiring a designer. “We had first started working with 
a contractor, but as it grew into a larger project, the need for someone to 
direct started to emerge. We thought we needed a quarterback to help 
us out. So I called Jeffrey.”

Douglas was immediately a fan of the space. “It’s a wonderful three-
storey-high, open-space loft,” says Douglas. “I loved the high, open space 
at the front of the house, I thought it was amazing. The main living and 
dining space – that staircase, the way the light comes in – was wonderful. 

The bones were great, but it was dated and really needed to be done.”
“Modern was the word that was used,” says Douglas of Eansor and 

Cowling’s consultation. “They wanted it fresh and new and modern. 
They’re very open minded and relaxed, but definitely had preferences, 
which was great, as it gave us direction.” 

“We wanted to enhance and make the most out of the space,” says 
Eansor. “We talked things over with Jeffrey, figured out things we liked, 
and he gave us options. It was a very good, collaborative process.” Once 
the plan was finalized, Jeffrey called on Creative Director Gordana 
Di Monte to select lighting, furniture and fabrics and pull the overall 
aesthetic together.

The biggest change came to the third level layout, which was 
redesigned to provide better flow. The open living, dining and kitchen 
space features 12-foot ceilings and a floor-to-ceiling window. A 
staircase leads to the terrace above. The kitchen was moved to the back 
of the house, and cabinetry from Convoy Custom Interiors and 
pendant lighting from Klaus helped brighten the space. 

The custom lacquered media 
centre creates a focal point 
and houses components.

RIGHT: The room layers sleek furnishings with plenty 
of seating options. BELOW: Award-winning designer 
Jeffrey Douglas of Douglas Design Studio combines 
creative and design leadership skills to achieve 
extraordinary results. BOTTOM RIGHT: Gordana 
Di Monte helped bring the design vision to life. 
OPPOSITE: The open concept helps maintain the 
loft-like feel. A staircase with open risers leads to the 
rooftop deck.Continued on page 31
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“WE LIGHTENED THE SPACE WITH WHITE PAINTED
CABINETS, A MIRRORED PANEL OVER THE COOKTOP AND
FROSTED GLASS CABINET TOPS. IT’S FRESH AND SOFT
AND BRIGHT,” SAYS DOUGLAS.

The custom kitchen was 
relocated to maximize the 
flow of the condo.
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laundry room, which Douglas reorganized 
by stacking the washer and dryer and adding 
cabinets to create space. He also created an 
area for the couple’s cat litter box. “Pets are 
a big part of their lives, so it was important 
to accommodate them,” says Douglas of the 
couple’s Calico cat, Louie, 5, and Standard 
Poodle, Zack, 11. 

They refinished the metal staircase and 
replaced the floors with hardwood from 
Palmer Floorcovering. The landing 
between the first and second storeys was given 
purpose with a new seating area outfitted 
with a chaise by Jeffrey Douglas Studio 
Line, original artwork and a light fixture by 
Artimede. “It’s a cosy little spot to curl up 
with a book,” says Douglas. 

“We lightened the space with white 
painted cabinets, a mirrored panel over the 
cooktop and frosted glass cabinet tops, so 
light can move and bounce around.” A bevelled 
backsplash adds another reflective surface to 
the kitchen, which now sparkles with light. 
“It’s fresh and soft and bright,” says Douglas. 

The dining room itself was troubled by 
an awkwardly located supporting column. 
To solve the problem, Douglas added display 
cases on either side of the column to conceal it 
and offer convenient storage space. “We made 
it look built in,” says Douglas. 

In the living room, a bulky wood-
burning fireplace was replaced with a more 
streamlined gas model and a sleek, lacquered 
media centre was added.

The small guest bath was dark with an 
enclosed shower. Douglas created the illusion 
of space by using white and replacing the 
shower with a walk-in wet area, featuring a 
glass fin on one side. “The idea is that you don’t 
feel like you’re in an enclosed shower area. It 
feels open and generous now,” says Douglas. 

The second floor also features a small 

Built-in cabinetry cleverly hides a support 
column. OPPOSITE, TOP: The couple’s 
vintage chairs are paired with a piece 
titled Open Secret by Alice Teichert. 
BOTTOM: A cloud-like light by Artemide 
shines on a cosy seating nook.

Continued on page 32
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The ground floor entrance is just that, but 
Douglas replaced the coat closet with a custom 
armoire. “It’s the most efficient way to store clothing 
in that space without making it feel tight.” 

The lighter, brighter scheme makes the space 
feel vibrant, while dramatic graphic lines add 
interest. “The idea of fresh was really important,” 
says Douglas. “The drama really comes in through 
the linear elements: the staircase painted in dark 
colours, and the front window. There’s also an 
exposed air vent going down the centre of the room, 
which we painted dark, too. We wanted the linear 
elements to make it more dramatic. It’s a loft-like, 
architectural style of building,” says Douglas.

The renovation makes an excellent backdrop 
for a vibrant art collection from Oeno Gallery. 
Striking pieces throughout create focal points and 
add personality.

Of his newly designed home, Eansor couldn’t 
be happier. “It’s a lot lighter, airier and more 
comfortable. Things are well chosen to fit in, it’s less 
cluttered,” he says. “It prompts us to keep it that 
way. We love it.”  OH

TOP: The entry is airy with integrated cabinetry, a 
console from Structube and a textured circular mirror. 
ABOVE: The en suite is white and bright with a mix 
of surface styles. LEFT: The beautifully blue master 
bedroom is a zen place to end each day.

benjaminmoore.com

BM_Arborcoat.indd   12 2017-06-20   1:17 PM
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the
NURSERY

Few rooms in the home are more fun 
to decorate than a baby’s room. We’ve 
gathered items in three different styles 

to inspire when decorating for that 
little bundle of joy.

GRAPHIC
Babies love high-contrast, bold patterns because that’s 
what they see best. Incorporating geometric patterns in 
a black and white palette in the baby’s nursery can help 

stimulate their development.

1
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7

1. DAVID TRUBRIDGE: Snowflake Hanging Light Fixture in Black  2. FLENSTED 
MOBILES: Elephant Party in Black and White  3. THE ANIMAL PRINT SHOP: Baby Zebra 

Little Darling Photographic Art Print  4. ROCKY MOUNTAIN DECALS: Mini Mountains 
Wall Decals in Black  5. WEE GALLERY: Woodland Canvas Growth Chart  6. THE LAND 

OF NOD: Deer Table Lamp  7. UBBI: Diaper Pail in Black with White Triangles  8. SWEET 
KYLA: Midnight Soft Nursery Basket in Vine With Stripe  9. OLLI + LIME: Weave 

Blanket in Grey & Deer Crib Sheet  10. JAIPUR LIVING: Gramercy Scatter Dot Rug in 
Black  11. MONTE DESIGN: Joya Rocker in Black Bonded Leather with White Base  

12. BABYLETTO: Hudson Crib  13. WEE GALLERY: Woodland Creatures Nesting Dolls  
14. SURYA: Somerset Pouf in Black

The Nursery.indd   2 2017-05-17   10:57 AM

Continued on page 36
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SERENE
If you’re partial to a soft, natural look for your 

home, create a nursery in a neutral palette. Give 
baby a soothing place to rest using soft textures 

and subtle hues, along with natural materials 
like wool and wood.

1

2
3

4 5

6 7

8

9

10 11

12

13

1. ARTERIORS: Jarrod Small Pendant in Whitewashed Wood  
2. THE ANIMAL PRINT SHOP: Lamb & Baby Deer Little Darling 

Photographic Art Prints  3. PETIT PEHR: Little Lamb Mobile  
4. RENWIL: Chelsea Lamp  5. ARTERIORS: Jesup Stool  

6. LIVING TEXTILES: Tan Herring Fitted Crib Sheet  7. STOKKE: 
Knitted Blanket in Classic White  8. ROWE FURNITURE: 

Norah Swivel Glider  9. DAVINCI: Jenny Lind Crib in White  
10. POTTERY BARN KIDS: Metallic Woven Wool Storage  

11. JAIPUR LIVING: Playful Safari Jumble Rug in Whitecap Grey  
12. JAIPUR LIVING: Westport Montana Stool in Pumice Stone  

13. PETIT PEHR: Little Lamb Pint Storage

The Nursery.indd   3 2017-05-17   10:57 AM

Continued on page 38

180 sq ft of space with 600 sq ft of function.

Living room + dining for eight + bedroom for four in 180 beautiful square feet? That’s one powerfully functional space.
60+ customizable solutions designed and made in Italy by        : the global leader in transformable furniture design

for over 50 years. Available exclusively from Resource Furniture. Many items in stock for immediate delivery.
Lifetime warranty on all mechanisms. Many items in stock for immediate delivery.

Downtown Toronto Showroom
322 King Street East @ Parliament Street 
416-901-7555  | www.resourcefurniture.com

function + form

Kali Duo Bunk Bed | Circe Sofa/Queen Bed | Cristallo Coffee/Dining Table | Pocket Folding Chairs

705.637.0281
info@raediusconstruction.com

raediusconstruction.com

FULL DESIGN & BUILD SERVICES
New Construction - Renovations - Kitchens & Bathrooms 

Muskoka Rooms - Boathouses - Decks / Docks

SERVING ALL OF MUSKOKA

Home Décor Items:
Clocks • Art, Mirrors • Tableware • Roosters • Flowers

And For You: Purses • Jewellery • Scarves • Watches

519.846.8796
45 Mill Street West, Elora Mews, Unit 9, Elora

www.ChanticleerShop.ca

Give your business the benefit of premium exposure and connect, 
like never before, to our extensive targeted readership!

Advertise With Us

Anjana Mistry
416.432.6160 

anjana.mistry@ourhomes.ca

Jill Campbell
416.303.4043 

jill.campbell@ourhomes.ca
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ROMANTIC
Are you a lover of fairytales? Give your little 
prince or princess a nursery fit for royalty, 

with a soft palette and a touch of shimmer. 
Babies love looking at sparkly, shiny things 

that create fun patterns on surfaces when the 
light hits them just so. 
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1. HINKLEY LIGHTING: Eve Chandelier in Champagne Gold  
2. POTTERY BARN KIDS: Emily & Meritt Star Ceiling Mobile  3. RH 

BABY & CHILD: Feathered Heart in Gold  4. PETIT PEHR: Gold 
Foil Speck Bin & Blush Pom Pom Pint  5. ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
DECALS: Dots Wall Decals in Gold  6. POTTERY BARN KIDS: 

Emily & Meritt Bunny Complete Lamp  7. ADEN + ANAIS: Classic 
Crib Sheet in Metallic Gold  8. RH BABY & CHILD: Washed 

Appliquéd Fleur Nursery Bedding in Petal  9. SURYA: Gaylor Stool 
in White  10. FRANKLIN & BEN: Everly Crib in Distressed White  

11. SAFAVIEH: Cambridge Rug in Light Pink & Ivory  12. NURSERY 
WORKS: Empire Rocker in Oatmeal with Dark Legs  13. ABBOTT: 

Bunny Wall Hook with Long Ears  14. RH BABY & CHILD: Gilt 
Demilune Canopy Bed Crown  15. STUDIO 773: Yolo Ivory Pouf  OH

The Nursery.indd   4 2017-05-17   10:58 AM

The Waterfront at Grandview offers the quiet 
seclusion of an established lakeside 
community only minutes away from dining, 
leisure, and entertainment. Every residence 
at The Waterfront at Grandview has been 
architecturally designed, radiating natural 
light and offering uninterrupted lake views. 
Each of the many enticing design options – 
ranging from 1,250 square feet to 3,000 + 
square feet – is imbued with spacious 
contemporary luxury. 

Thoughtful design has created convenient 
living with easy elevator access to secure 
underground parking, a well-equipped gym 
and your private storage unit. Outdoor living 
on your balcony, equipped with a built-in BBQ, 
retractable power screening and overhead 
indirect lighting can become an extension of 
your indoor space. The private beach, lakeside 
fire pits, terraced decks and docks create 
opportunities for you to gather with the 
community. 

Luxury condos at the water’s edge.

www.WaterfrontAtGrandview.com
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3STONE 
Beach pebbles, fieldstone, river 
rock, clay bricks and dry-stacked 

stone have a nice organic quality to 
them and can add a lot of texture to a 
backsplash.

Glass, stone and metal tiles come in a 
multitude of styles, shapes and colours.

The backing behind your sink, stove or 
counters doesn’t just protect your walls 
from splashes. 

The backsplash is an opportunity to add colour and texture to your 
kitchen design, without taking on a major renovation or breaking 
the bank. With so many design choices out there, you don’t have to 
settle for the same old, same old. Look at metal, wood, tile, mirror, 
stone, wallpaper, glass or paint – the backsplash is an ideal place in 
your home to let your creativity shine. 

STORY SARA MARTIN

SPLASH IN YOUR 
KITCHEN

MAKE A

Stainless-steel tiles define 
the cooking zone, while 
white subway tiles form the 
remainder of the backsplash.

The return of the “curb” backsplash is 
trending. This one is in honed soapstone.

Bead board, barnboard or even   
driftwood can add texture and 
create interest.

6PAINT & WALLPAPER
In paint and wallpaper, the colours 
and designs are endless. Once a 

wallpaper is covered with glass it becomes 
an easy-to-clean feature. Many paint 
suppliers offer tough finishes, so with a quick 
wipe, your backsplash looks brand new, year 
after year. Don’t forget chalkboard paint, 
it will give your family a chance to create a 
unique and ever-changing canvas.

When you see something you like, use your 
imagination, and don’t be restricted by 
suppliers’ pictures. Make a splash in your 
kitchen and let your personality shine.  OH

1GLASS  
Glass tiles add a lovely reflective 
quality in the kitchen and come in 

a multitude of colours. Look for frosted 
glass, glass bricks and even a process that 
will transfer an image onto glass – imagine 
how that could personalize your kitchen. 
Mirrored glass is very useful in a smaller 
space, reflecting light and making the 
space look much bigger.

2METAL 
Metals such as stainless steel are 
also becoming more mainstream 

in the kitchen. A panel of buffed stainless 
steel behind your range has a very 
contemporary appearance. New and 
old corrugated metal roofing and old tin 
ceiling tiles can add texture and depth. 

Inject a jolt of 
personality with 
a bold, graphic 
wal lpaper pattern. 
A protective layer 
of glass makes 
cleanup a snap.

5TILE
Classic tile has seen an 
expansion of choices: 

porcelain, marble, stone, ceramic 
and quartz. When using tile, the next 
decision is how will it be laid: straight, 
diagonal, checkerboard, chevron, 
herringbone and brickwork patterns 
are some choices, or perhaps you 
have a different pattern in mind. 

4 WOOD
Another natural product is 
wood, and again you’re only 

limited by your imagination. Hang 
barn board vertically or horizontally. 
Try wide pine boards or maybe walnut 
or bamboo. Tongue-in-groove boards 
or beadboards are another option.

MakeASplashInYourKitchen.indd   DPS 2017-05-30   4:09 PM
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ARUGULA ORZO SALAD

This is a perfect make-ahead summer 
salad with fresh arugula, artichokes 
and orzo. Simple, yet full of flavour and 
seasonal produce.

DIRECTIONS

•	 Bring	large	pot	of	water	to	a	boil	and	cook	the	orzo	for	5	to	7	
minutes,	as	per	package	directions.	Strain	and	rinse	thoroughly.	

•	 Combine	and	whisk	ingredients	for	dressing	in	a	large	mixing	
bowl.	Set	aside.

•	 Drain	artichokes	and	slice	in	half.	In	large	bowl,	add	orzo,	
artichokes,	sundried	tomatoes	and	white	beans.	Mix	together.	
Right	before	serving	add	dressing,	and	mix.	Toss	with	a	few	
handfuls	of	arugula	and	top	with	parmesan	cheese.		OH

INGREDIENTS (Serves 4)

SALAD

1 cup orzo, uncooked

5-6 artichoke hearts, 
packed in water 

5-6 sundried tomatoes, drained 
and thinly sliced

1 cup canned white beans, 
drained and washed 

arugula 

¼ cup parmesan cheese, shaved 

LEMON DRESSING 

¼ cup lemon juice 

¼ cup olive oil  

1 tsp Dijon mustard

½ tsp pepper

½ tsp salt 

pinch of dried oregano 

RECIPE AND PHOTOGRAPHY JENELLE MCCULLOCH

Get	more	recipes	at	ourhomes.ca/mag/cookonline

ArugulaOrzoSalad.indd   1 1/2 2017-05-05   3:07 PM

Do you have a 
fabulous product or  
a gorgeous home 

you would like featured in 
an upcoming issue?

Perhaps you are a local tradesperson 
that provides exceptional service to  

The City of Toronto?

We are always on the lookout for great feature homes, 
exceptional tradespeople and local shops to feature.

Give us a call or send us an email.  
We would love to hear from you!

ourhomes.ca/toronto

Anjana Mistry 
416.432.6160

anjana.mistry@ourhomes.ca

Jill Campbell 
416.303.4043

jill.campbell@ourhomes.ca
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JILL’S TOP 5 TIPS FOR 
GETTING IT RIGHT:

1.  Know your style. 

2.  Measure your space.

3.  Define how you’ll use   
 the space and determine  
 traffic patterns.

4.  Consider finishes.

5.  Choose anchor pieces.

For inspiration, Casualife’s 

website offers ample 

pictures of products in real 

spaces. Ready to get real in 

your own space? It’s a short 

drive to a showroom.

WHERE: 

507 Lakeshore Rd. E., 

Mississauga | 905.990.5433  

6 Shields Ct., Unit 1, 

Markham | 905.475.8353 

casualife.ca  OH

WHAT’S HOT: Organic and fresh! “It’s 

taken time, but Canadians are embracing 

our new lighter finishes,” says Jill. 

Whitewash, natural and oyster elements 

are paired with teak. “It’s okay to mix 

weaves and finishes,” says Jill. “Forget 

matched sets! Today’s cohesive spaces are 

achieved by varying interest and textures. 

People are making statements with 

our daybeds, double chaises, oversize 

sectionals, cantilevered umbrellas and 

spa-like garden structures.”

FAVOURITES: Customers gravitate to 

the Shade Daybed that seats four under 

a covered top with a detailed weave. 

Picture a 19th century French pouf. 

Casualife’s new spin is an all-weather open 

weave on an aluminum frame – ideal as 

seating or a side table.  

THE PLACE: Are you sleek, minimalist, curvy or rustic? 

What’s your happy space? It’s a question you’ll be asked 

when working with the designers at Casualife Outdoor 

Living. Casualife began as Salco Patio & Leisure. Thirty 

years later, the family-run approach remains. It’s about 

living life leisurely, and the store is the go-to spot for 

unique outdoor chic. Casualife works with outdoor 

furniture manufacturers and is vigilant about using 

eco-friendly materials and working with Canadian 

manufacturers when possible. Choose products that are 

durable, weather-resistant, low-maintenance, eco-friendly 

and affordable. Can you have it all? “Yes, you can,” says 

owner Jill Schwartzentruber. “Lines that offer incredible 

value and high-end lines are worth the splurge. We’re all 

about the mix and the layers,” she says.

THE STYLE: Casualife’s outdoor products also work 

beautifully indoors, from bath and body to décor, storage 

ideas and art. Fabric choice is important, and Casualife 

carries the Sunbrella line of umbrellas, throws, pillows and 

cushions. They’re mold and mildew resistant and colour-

fast with a five-year colour warranty.

TAKE IT 
OUTSIDE
STORY JOYCE TURNER GIONET
PHOTOGRAPHY  JASON HARTOG

“It’s okay 
to mix 
weaves and 
finishes 
– forget 
matched 
sets!”

Daniella Fruchter,
Jill Schwartzentruber 
and Jen Caron.
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CAN A ONCE TRADITIONAL HOME TRANSFORM INTO
A TRANSITIONAL BEAUTY? ABSOLUTELY.

FRESH TAKE ON 
TRANSITIONAL
STORY GINA MAKKAR   |   PHOTOGRAPHY VALERIE WILCOX

A neutral colour 
scheme is enlivened 
with hints of colour. 
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W
When a pretty, red brick colonial became available 
across the street from her Toronto home, designer 
Meg Ryley of MCR Interiors and her husband Paul 
Peterson, a real estate agent with Blue Elephant 
Realty, jumped at the opportunity. With Paul’s keen 
eye for gems and Meg’s interior design ingenuity, 
they fell in love with the home and its potential. “It 
needed updating, but wasn’t desperate for it, so it was 
a renovation we could take on easily. It didn’t need any 
structural work, just a facelift,” says Meg.

Close to a ravine and steps from public transit, 
the couple loved that everything was within walking 
distance. The corner lot faces north, east and south, and 
floods the home with plenty of light at different times of 
the day. Despite the hustle and bustle of living on a busy 
corner, lush landscaping and soaring trees offer privacy.

When it was time to tackle the redesign, Meg 
suggested blending Paul’s love of modern with the 
home’s traditional elements to strike a beautiful, 
transitional balance. “We kept all the interior mouldings 
but added some modern touches, like glass railings and 
partitions and transitional gas fireplace inserts with 
modern stone surrounds. We added as many clean lines 
as we could,” says Meg.

LEFT: The living room and dining room flank 
the entryway and create multiple spaces for 
entertaining. BELOW: A vibrant piece of 
artwork shines against the neutrals of the 
living room. BOTTOM: The large dining table 
creates an intimate setting for family meals and 
dinner parties. The sea urchin-like fixture is a 
conversation piece.

A contemporary 
front door opens 
to reveal an 
entrance with a 
sleek drop zone.
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“I originally wanted blonde floors while he 
wanted dark brown, and we ended up with 
a warm caramel! He is more modern and I 
am a bit more traditional. I lean towards 
lighter colours, and he likes darker tones. Our 
house ended up becoming very warm with 
lots of taupes and pewters, and we love the 
outcome,” Meg says.

The kitchen and family room share one 
open space. Fresh white cabinetry from 
Decorama Kitchen Cabinetry Vanities 
Custom Woodworking and white matte 
subway tile from Stone Tile International 
Inc. create a space with timeless appeal. 
A Caesarstone island from AST Stone also 
serves as a place to share meals. “I love that our 
kitchen island has a dining space so we can still 
face each other and have a casual meal, Meg 
says. “We utilize every corner of this room and 
spend most of our time here either cooking, 
watching TV or hosting.”

In the front entrance, the traditional 
exterior door was swapped in favour of a 
more linear style in an ashy hue. A floating 
shelf and simple mirror make full use of 
the smaller space. The nutty brown hues 
of the engineered, white oak hardwood 
flooring from Allan Rug Company 
Ltd. add warmth. 

To the right of the entrance, the dining 
room’s layout allows a circular table 
from Traditional Woodworking & 
Joinery to slip in seamlessly and take 
centre stage. “We entertain often, so the 
round dining table was key,” says Meg. 
Artwork, soft draperies and a striking, oval 
spike pendant from Universal Lighting 
completes the space. 

To the left of the entrance, the living 
room is made warm and inviting with a 

spectacular grasscloth wallcovering by 
Primavera Interior Furnishings. A bold, 
floor-to-ceiling fireplace fabricated by AST 
Stone creates a focal point. ”I love the 
symmetry of our living room and how the 
floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace is the focal 
point of not only this room, but our house,” 
says Meg. The warm brown undertones and 
grain in the stone are mirrored in the oak 
used for the master vanity, the island in the 
kitchen and the family room built-ins. 

A softly patterned rug from Elte gives 
the living room synergy, successfully 
marrying taupes and greys. A vibrant piece 
of artwork over the tufted sofa from Silva 
Upholstery adds a splash of colour. Meg 
says one of the biggest challenges with 
the redesign was blending styles so that 
they’d both be happy with the outcome. 

Continued on page 53

ABOVE: The family 
room off the kitchen has 
built-ins that mimic the 
wood on the kitchen 
island. FAR LEFT: In 
this powder room, crisp 
white and cool grey hues 
are simple yet beautiful. 
TOP RIGHT: The glass 
enclosed staircase adds 
a touch of modernity. 
RIGHT: A blend of 
traditional and modern 
elements results in a 
timeless kitchen.
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The warm wood tones in the island are 
reflected in the adjoining family room built-ins, 
where just the right hue in the custom stain 
of the rift-cut oak was painstakingly achieved 
by Omar and his team at Decorama. The 
drapery and pillows throughout were crafted 
by Sew It Seams.

A glass-enclosed staircase from Décor 
Railings, a touch of modernity, leads to the upper 
level. There, a spacious loft serves as an office area. 

The master bedroom blends taupe with 
blush pinks for a pretty and tranquil result. An 
upholstered headboard, tufted ottoman and soft 
draperies layer textiles for comfort and style. 

In the en suite, flat panel cabinets in a 
medium wood tone with an undermount 
sink and crisp white countertop help give 
the illusion of space. His-and-hers cabinets 
maximize storage.

A spare bedroom boasts enough space for 
two twin beds, the perfect place for siblings 
to dream, laugh and play or to host overnight 
guests. Soft striped bedding is accented with 
pretty pink florals. Continued on page 54

ABOVE: An office in 
the loft maximizes the 
home’s usable space. 
LEFT: A spare bedroom 
with two large windows 
is ready for guests. 
OPPOSITE, TOP: 
The en suite marries 
beauty and function. 
BOTTOM: Everything 
is light and bright in the 
master bedroom.
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The main bathroom utilizes mirrors and millwork to 
reflect light. White-on-white-on-white keeps the room fresh 
and bright, while the warm countertop ties into the wood 
elements throughout the rest of the home. Here, storage was 
also thoughtfully considered. Drawers from top to bottom in the 
vanity provide plenty of space to tuck away toiletries. 

In anticipation of Meg and Paul’s new arrival, whites and 
greys create a soft, inviting nursery. A crib with vintage appeal is 
accented with sweeping grey drapes, a cosy rocker with rolled 
arms and cute, whimsical touches like a floppy eared bunny and 
fuzzy sheep. A touch of pink finishes the space and connects it to 
the pink elements throughout the upper level.

From top to bottom, the aesthetic is inviting, each transition 
slipping effortlessly to the next. As a designer, Meg strives 
to create spaces that speak to the unique personalities of her 
clients. In her own home, she struck just the right balance to 
achieve beautiful, timeless appeal.  OH

LEFT: Mirrors allow the secondary bathroom to feel larger. 
BELOW: A pretty nursery is set to welcome a new arrival.

Full Interior Design 

and Decor Services

Custom Drapery

Renovations

Space Planning

Furniture & Accents

Faux Finishes

Blinds

Shades

In-Home Consultations

Rosalia Fazzari of Tapestry Décor and her team will 

“bring your home to life”

416-710-3086  |  www.tapestrydecor.ca

DESIGN SERVICES • RENOVATIONS • NEW BUILD
PROJECT MANAGEMENT • SPACE PLANNING

CUSTOM DRAPERY, BLINDS, BEDDING AND SHADES
CUSTOM FURNITURE • IN-HOME CONSULTATIONS

Tapestry Decor S16_ad Miss.indd   1 16-06-13   1:28 PM

1.800.268.7687 | FOWLER.CA
YOUR PROJECT. OUR PASSION.

SPORTS COURTS

For decades, Fowler has been a name you can trust. 

Whether the project is 20 kilometres of design-build 

road, or 20 metres of driveway, the same dedication 

to doing the job right has always been our top priority. 

We’re experts in delivering high-quality landscaping 

and recreation projects and, of course, our aggregate 

materials are second to none. Contact us today to fi nd 

out how Fowler can help make your dream a reality.

YOU DREAM IT.
WE BUILD IT.
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Recreate this 
look for your 
own home.

1. KICHLER: Renew Patio 
Ceiling Fan in Satin Black  
2. NAPOLEON: Built-In Prestige 
PRO 500 Grill with Infrared Rear 
Burner  3. ARD OUTDOOR: Nobu 
Outdoor Sofa in Black  4. CRATE 
& BARREL: Lunea Melamine 
White Dinnerware  5. HOME 
HARDWARE: Black Square 
Resin Wicker Planter  6. ANNIE 
SELKE: Trimaran Stripe, Mingled 
Apple & Links Chartreuse Sprout/
Ivory Indoor Outdoor Pillows  
7. RATANA: Lynn Valley Lounger  
8. THE OUTDOOR GREATROOM 
COMPANY: Grandstone Fire Pit 
Table in Black  OH

OutdoorLuxury.indd   2 2017-05-11   8:56 AM

CHARITABLE REGISTRATION NUMBER  11924 6544 RR0001

WESTON FAMILY CONSERVATION CENTRE; PHOTO BY LIZ SAUNDERS.

We dream of a country where each new generation can explore rugged shorelines, wide-open 
prairies and vast forests. A place where wildlife can thrive.

This is the vision that drives the Nature Conservancy of Canada. We identify the land, we 
secure it, and we protect it. Forever. It’s that simple and that effective. But we can’t do it alone.

To fi nd out how you can help, visit natureconservancy.ca  1-800-465-8005

WHAT’S YOUR VISION 

for Canada?

facebook.com/natureconservancy.ca

twitter.com/NCC_CNC   #Time4Nature                                                             
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agreement along with photo ID and a recent 
government or utility mail.

If these changes come into effect, people 
operating short-term rentals without a 
business licence will face fines and legal action.

Similar efforts around bylaws are being 
made in other major cities, including 
Hamilton, Kitchener and Edmonton.

Despite the lack of rules and regulations 
around short-term rentals, Lisa Sobchyshyn, 
communications advisor for the City of 
Edmonton’s Department of Development and 
Urban Planning, says homeowners should 
consult with the city before listing their property 
online to check if a permit or licence is required.

ARE YOU SURE YOU’RE INSURED?

“The first thing I would tell anyone is – before 
you list your home with Airbnb – to check with 
your insurance company if you’re even covered,” 
says Anne-Marie Thomas, an insurance expert 
with Insurance Hotline. “Airbnb offers some 
coverage, but they’re very clear it isn’t insurance.”

Check with the insurance company to see if 
they even permit such coverage through their 
policy, she suggests. Most home-insurance 
policies are for personal use and may not be 
intended for commercial ventures, such as 
short-term rentals.

Cancellation of a policy in such a case could 
create a world of trouble due to non-disclosure 
and misrepresentation, says Thomas, making it 
a red flag on the homeowner’s record.

Aviva Insurance recently announced coverage 
for home-sharing projects that can either be 
tacked on to an existing plan or be purchased as 
stand-alone packages for a rental property.

BE A MINDFUL LANDLORD

One Toronto Airbnb landlord recommends a 
thorough interview of guests before renting 
out a property. She usually avoids large groups 
of friends in their 20s. And for bigger groups, 
she requests names and email addresses for all 
guests be added to the listing. She then sends 
out an email with house rules and a warning of 
an extra nuisance charge of $250 if the guests 
don’t comply with her rules.

Moreover, she looks for positive guest 
reviews online, and if those don’t exist, she 
asks additional questions, such as the purpose 
of the visit to the city, the composition of the 
group and their ages.

“If I have a sense someone is hiding 
something, I plan to greet them all at the house 
and give a personal tour,” she adds. “There are 
ways to screen guests and you develop little 
tricks that you learn as you go.”  OH

WHAT’S THAT TOWN OR CITY BYLAW SAY?

Despite the rising popularity of services such as 
Flipkey, Airbnb and HomeAway, municipal laws 
in Canada have not kept pace. Many major cities, 
including Toronto, Vancouver, Hamilton and 
Edmonton have only recently started working on 
improving bylaws to factor in short-term rentals.

Toronto
In Toronto, the number of Airbnb rentals hit 
9,460 in 2015, according to city council.

Right now, short-term rentals are not 
regulated by the city, and zoning bylaws 
currently do not cover the length of rental 
time. The hotel industry says companies like 
Airbnb get an unfair advantage because they 
don’t pay taxes and other costs.

Short-term rentals in downtown 
condominiums have also raised concerns 
about noise and neighbourhood safety, 
triggering heated debate regarding short-term 
rentals in freehold residences.

Rules are coming. If city council approves new 
recommendations following months of study, 

Torontonians will only be able to list short-term 
rentals for the property they live in. This will 
stop people from buying properties for the sole 
purpose of renting short-term. The study also 
recommends licensing companies like Airbnb, 
changing zoning bylaws to create a stand-alone 
short-term rental category and starting a registry 
listing anyone operating a short-term rental unit.

Vancouver
Documents posted on the City of Vancouver’s 
website reveal the city’s zoning regulations 
don’t currently allow short-term rentals. Only 
licensed bed and breakfasts are allowed to 
rent for fewer than 30 days. Vancouver is also 
looking into changing the current set of rules 
around short-term rentals, says Jag Sandhu, a 
spokesman for the City of Vancouver.

Under the proposed changes, owners will 
be allowed to rent part or all of their principal 
residence on a nightly basis, if they have a 
business licence. For said licence, the owner 
will need to provide proof of ownership for the 
residence using a property title or a tenancy 

THE PERILS OF
SHORT-TERM 
RENTALS
STORY MEHREEN SHAHID   |   ILLUSTRATION SHEILA BRITTON

Looking to make an extra buck? Have a spare room? Listing it for 
short-term rental sounds like a good plan. But with government 
regulations finally catching up, here are some issues to watch out 
for when listing your dwelling for short-term rental.

ManagingShort-TermRentals.indd   2 2017-06-13   3:14 PM

Visit our website for #milliondollarviews
www.MYMUSKOKACOTTAGES.com

Bob Clarke - Sales Representative    
C. 416.209.1820  |  bob@mymuskokacottages.com

Muskoka Luxury Real Estate 

‘I am passionate about Muskoka.
I look forward to finding families their perfect
cottage or home as they envision their lives here.’

- Bob Clarke

CLARKE MUSKOKA
TEAM

LAKE  ROSSEAU  $5,395,000 LAKE  MUSKOKA  $4,449,000

LAKE ROSSEAU  $5,950,000LAKE JOSEPH  $9,795,000
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IN THE
KNOW

SIMON MASS 
& JOHN 
MEHLENBACHER
The Rosseau Group 

Tell us about The Rosseau 
Group: We were founded in 2013 
to hold the partners’ growing 
asset management business that 
was originally part of The Condo 
Store Group of Companies. The 
firm is designed specifically 
to invest private funds in long 
term value-oriented projects. 
We are active investors working 
in multiple industries. We seek 
growth capital opportunities with 
established operating companies 
and real estate development 
projects across southern and 
central Ontario. 

What projects are you working 
on? The Rosseau Group has 
several active divisions. Our 
various operating companies 
are long term investments we 
intend to hold in perpetuity. Our 
development division is currently 
working on over one million 
square feet of residential projects 
in various stages of development 
across the GTA.

Tell us about your focus on 
the Muskoka region: Legacy 
Cottages on Lake Rosseau is phase 
one, of a fully-integrated lakeside 
community based on the water in 
Muskoka – a true resort village. 
The development is closely tied 
to the historic Clevelands House 
ensuring a strong architectural 
connection with the old and the 
new. The Rosseau Group owns 
a number of commercial and 
residential properties in Muskoka, 
Muskoka Springs Natural Spring 
Water Inc. in Gravenhurst, the 
Tim Hortons restaurant in Port 
Carling, and Campus Crew, with 
four locations in Muskoka.

DAVID SCHMITT
Nero Fire Design 

Tell us about Nero Fire Design: 
We are specialists in high-end 
electric fireplaces. We have over 
20 years of experience in the 
fireplace industry in France and 
North America. We are passionate 
about our work, and eager to 
satisfy our customers.

Why is Nero Fire Design 
different? Our fireplaces operate 
just with cold water vapour 
and light. They can be installed 
anywhere, and can be used any 
time. We manage the design, 
manufacture and install to create 
an easy, hassle-free customer 
experience. Each of our fireplaces 
is customizable and handmade 
in our Etobicoke workshop, 
so you can choose the shape, 
finish and size.

How do your fireplaces 
compare to a gas fireplace? 
There’s no dangerous, hot glass 
and you can touch and play 
with the flames. No special 
clearance or chimney is required. 
Our fireplaces will never 
overheat a room, and there’s 
no need to struggle with the 
home’s thermostat. There’s no 
maintenance, and you can choose 
any size that suits your needs, 
starting at 20 inches to something 
larger scale. 

FROM NEW BUILDS TO FINISHING TOUCHES, THESE PROS
CAN HELP CREATE A WARM WELCOME AT HOME.

PHOTOGRAPHY JASON HARTOG

Continued on page 62
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ASJA LJUTA, 
TIANA PHAN 
& JOSEPHINE 
MAMORNO
Morba

Tell us about your company: 
Since 1999, Morba has been 
retailing its eclectic products 
on Queen Street West. Picture 
a miniature museum composed 
of mid-century modern and 
contemporary furniture, 
accompanied by quirky gift items, 
hidden gems and even some 
vintage taxidermies. This is an 
average day at Morba.

What’s trending? Over the years, 
we have become renowned for 
our lighting selection, ranging 
from rustic-industrial, to modern 
and contemporary, with a few 
mid-century styles thrown in for 
good measure. George Nelson 
bubble lamps continue to be a 
strong seller, as well as geometric 
shapes, and pendants with clean, 
angular lines often using exposed 
Edison-style bulbs. Vintage maps 
of various Canadian locations and 
beach prints seem to be flying off 
our walls.  

The Morba difference? 
Whether you are a veteran 
Torontonian or just passing 
through, you will always find 
Morba to be just as vibrant as the 
city it calls home.

Tell us about your company: At Resource 
Furniture, we believe small spaces can be both 
beautiful and functional. Our carefully curated 
collection includes wall beds and other transforming 
furniture pieces – all of them highly stylish and 
designed for the on-the-go lifestyles of today’s urban 
dwellers, downsizers and efficiency-seekers.

What makes your furnishings unique? 
We pride ourselves in offering multipurpose 

furnishings that demonstrate European quality 
made with environmentally responsible materials. 

What’s popular right now? Next to our best-
selling Clei wall beds from Italy, our coffee tables 
or consoles that transform into dining tables are 
extremely popular when space is at a premium 
and the need to entertain four people or more 
is required.

SEAMUS BUTTERLY
Resource Furniture

Continued on page 64
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Tell us about yourself: Family owned and 
operated in Canada since 1901, our family has 
been selling and servicing hand-knotted rugs 
in the Toronto area for over 50 years. We travel 
overseas to select the rugs we bring to our 
showrooms. Our main focus is on selecting 
rugs with exceptional wools and silks that can 
be used in any room in your home.

What’s trending? Modern, abstract and 
transitional rugs with grey tones that have 

pops of complementary, vibrant colours are 
popular. Our newest collections from Pakistan 
have been very well received.

What should clients consider when 
choosing a rug? Quality of wools and dyes 
are extremely important in determining the 
durability of a hand-knotted rug. It’s best to 
stick with natural wool and real silk, which 
will make cleaning easy over time.  OH

HAIG TOOTIKIAN JR.  
& ARMEN J. TOOTIKIAN
Imperial Rug Galleries OUR inspiration becomes YOUR reality.

online EVERY DAY ON

Home Tours, Style Ideas, Recipes & DIYs
OUR HOMES helps you find the right company in your area for all your homes-related needs.

celebrating life at home

WebsitePromoAd.indd   1 2017-03-03   2:19 PM
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TREEHOUSE
IN THE CITY

STORY MELISSA CAMPEAU  |  PHOTOGRAPHY JASON HARTOG

“BEFORE THE RENOVATION, WE USED TO CRAWL UP ON THE ROOF
WITH THE KIDS TO WATCH THE FIREWORKS,” SAYS SHARON MITTMANN
OF HER RECENTLY OVERHAULED SWANSEA HOME. 
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To turn their plans into reality, Sharon hired Joe Gatti 
of The Gatti Group. “We were there just over a year,” says 
Joe. “We built the three-storey addition, gutted the whole 
interior and worked on the exterior – basically gave the 
family a new house.” 

While there’s plenty to love about the redesigned home, Joe 
has a soft spot for the third-floor loft and its deck, overlooking 
the yard and the water. “It’s so serene up there, it’s just 
beautiful,” says Joe. 

“We use that room for all kinds of things,” says Sharon. 
“Sometimes it’s the recovery room, for example. Just yesterday, 
my daughter was home with a cold so she stayed up there in 
bed and watched TV. It’s also a good spot if you just want to 
be alone for a bit.” She adds, with a laugh, “We also call it the 
anti-snoring room and it’s a handy spot if anyone needs a good 
night’s sleep.” 

While the third floor is a popular hideout, the open-concept 
kitchen and living area on the main floor is where the family 
spends most of their time – and that’s very much by design. 

Bordering High Park and set among trees and a gently 
sloping hill, the view from the roof is spectacular. It does, 
however, have its drawbacks. “Those asphalt shingles are 
pretty hot in the summer!” says Sharon, with a laugh.

Five years ago, Sharon, her husband Sean MacCormack 
and their two children, now 13 and 15, bought the two-
storey home in the family-friendly neighbourhood on the 
west side, but waited a few years to change anything. “I’m 
a firm believer that you have to live in a house for a while 
and experience it before you can renovate,” says Sharon. 

After a few summers of rooftop campouts to catch the 
CNE air show and Canada Day fireworks, they knew a 
third floor with a sizeable deck made sense. A three-story 
addition on the back of the house with ample windows 
seemed the best way to add a little living space and enjoy 
the lush green of their backyard.

Doors fold away, blending the line 
between interior and exterior living.

Continued on page 71

LEFT: The third floor loft and deck is a serene 
place to relax or take in the breathtaking vistas of 
the yard and water. BELOW: The original exterior 
style, dubbed the Hansel and Gretel house by 
homeowner Sean MacCormack, was preserved 
but cladded with newer, more modern product. 
BOTTOM: The three-storey addition blends 
seamlessly with the home’s original silhouette. 
OPPOSITE, TOP: Sharon bought sofas that can 
be moved around, and says the kids often shift 
the furniture when they’re hanging with friends, 
watching someone cook or just relaxing and 
chatting. BOTTOM: Views to the outdoors make 
for an oasis in the city.

Front

Back
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“The centre of a home’s universe is always the kitchen,” says Sharon. 
Before the renovation, the first floor was split into two distinct areas: 
one part for the dining and living rooms, and the other for the kitchen 
and sunroom. “When it came time to renovate, I knew I wanted a big 
room where everyone would want to congregate.” 

The new kitchen with counters from Granitec Inc. is a home 
cook’s dream. “Sean is a great cook, so I wanted to have a sofa near the 
kitchen, she says. “We made it more of a theatre kind of feel, so I can 
have a glass of wine with company and watch him cook.” 

Sharon’s goal was to have the family spend their free time together in 
a relaxed, comfortable space. “We kept the bedrooms fairly small,” she 
says. “The kids do have desks in their rooms but they always migrate 
down here, and I love that. It’s a great way to keep the family talking.”

Vintage wood floors from Value Wood Floors Limited, wood-
grain tile from Weston Tile and quartz countertops keep the area 
low-maintenance and family-friendly. 

Skylights from Velux and plenty of windows from Ridley Windows 
& Doors Inc. brighten the kitchen, as do the folding doors off the back 
of the house. “That really does bring the outside in,” says Sharon. “In the 
summer we open those doors as soon as we get up, and then you lie on 
the couch and feel like you’re outside.’” 

Just past the folding doors is a new deck. “That was part of my 
husband’s wish list with the renovation,” she explains. “In addition 
to the air-show deck on the third storey, he wanted a deck in the yard 
because he likes to sit in the trees.” 

That deck – as well as the addition it’s attached to – is the result of a 
whole lot of effort and determination. 

“It took me about three years to get through the city process,” says 
Sharon, who navigated a maze of approvals, a geotechnical study, a 
ravine bylaw and more. Continued on page 72

RIGHT: A cosy 
living room at the 
front of the home 
extends the main 
floor’s seating 
area. BELOW: 
The entranceway 
was enlarged to 
accommodate more 
traffic. OPPOSITE, 
TOP: The family 
loves the blue island 
and its contrast 
to the main floor’s 
other elements. 
BOTTOM: The 
family frequently 
hosts gatherings, 
and the large 
craftsman-style table 
accommodates 
plenty of people.
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Once the path was cleared of red tape, other challenges 
cropped up. “That whole area is basically infill with sand, 
not dirt,” says Joe. “When you excavate, sand just keeps 
piling in. So we needed to involve a structural engineer. 
That whole section needed to be shored with concrete 
and steel beams.” He adds, “It was a massive, expensive 
undertaking and that was before we even started building 
any of the addition.” Another obstacle? Getting equipment 
in to actually do the work. “In order to get machinery 
to the backyard, we needed to take down 80 per cent of 
the garage roof.” 

The end result is a garden oasis in the city. “There’s a 
Frank Lloyd Wright feel to that part of the house, where 
you’ve got nature blending in with new materials,” says Joe. 
“And the backyard – you don’t see a lot of that in the city. 
Their landscape itself has two or three tiers and then a deck 
that overlooks those levels.”

“Our friends call it our treehouse,” says Sharon. “We tend 
to think of it as our cottage in the city.” It took a while to 
happen, she admits, but it was a transformation worth the 
wait. “I’m never leaving this house,” she says with a laugh. 
“We absolutely love it here, and now with the renovation it 
really feels like home.”  OH

ABOVE: The master 
bedroom looks 
onto the tranquil 
wooded yard.  
LEFT: The bathroom 
blends old school 
lighting with fresh, 
modern tilework.
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Foster uses TreeAzin, an organic 
pesticide made from the neem tree, an 
evergreen native to India. Developed and 
manufactured by BioForest Technologies 
Ltd. of Sault Ste. Marie, the pesticide, a 
non-neonicotinoid that poses no risk to 
bees, interferes with development of ash 
borer eggs and larvae. Treatment involves 
drilling holes into the inner bark around 
the girth of an ash tree and inserting 
receivers for canisters that drip TreeAzin 
into the tree. “Within 24 hours, it’s in the 
leaves,” says Foster. Adult beetles that 
eat the leaves will be infected as will any 
larvae tunnelling inside the bark. 

Foster repeats TreeAzin applications 
eight times over a 12-year period. “The 
bigger the tree, the more the cost,” says 
Foster. For his most expensive “patient” 
each application costs $550. For the least 
expensive, a nine-centimetre ash, it costs 
$50 per treatment.

Gardening expert Marc Cullen estimates 
that cutting and replacing a mature ash 
tree will cost about the same as the 
treatment. While treatment may seem 
expensive, at least one municipality has 
found that it’s cheaper to treat trees than 
to cut them down and replace them, 
Foster says. 

The Canadian government’s attempt 
to check the spread of the ash borer by 

imposing restrictions on the movement 
of firewood and wood products has had 
limited effect. The insect has spread 
to Sault Ste. Marie, east into Ottawa 
and Quebec, and last year an isolated 
infestation was confirmed in Thunder Bay. 
Central Ontario, says Foster, is currently at 
peak infestation.

The Canadian Forest Service has joined 
the fray by releasing an ash borer 
predator. Last year, the service released 
parasitic wasps, imported from China 
where the ash borer is native, in an 
attempt to control the bug in 12 southern 
Ontario locations, including London, 
Newmarket and Ottawa. This year, 
researchers plan to release more than 
10,000 wasps. These wasps insert their 
eggs into the ash borer larvae and the 
wasp larvae devour the beetle larvae. 
Dr. Krista Ryall, a forest service research 
scientist, estimates this method could take 
decades to control the Asian pest. 

While Foster has reservations about 
introducing another non-native predator 
to hunt an invasive species, he welcomes 
the fresh troops. “In a decade those 
wasps will breed and multiply enough 
to go after the ash borer naturally, like 
they do in China. So we don’t have to 
treat with TreeAzin forever. This is only a 
temporary measure while reinforcements 
come in.”  OH

THE EMERALD ASH BORER, 
an invasive Asian species first found in 
Detroit and Windsor 15 years ago, has 
killed millions of ash trees as it spreads 
across southern and central Ontario, into 
Quebec and 21 American states. 

“This is coming up like a mushroom cloud 
from Windsor, it’s going to take over all of 
North America,” says Ray Foster, owner of 
Foster Lawn and Garden Ltd. in Minesing. 
He’s been using an organic pesticide to 
wage war on the pernicious beetle.

And while some municipalities such as 
Oakville, Newmarket and Wasaga Beach 
have started treatment programs for ash 
trees, Foster insists more should be done 
to save the trees and habitat of squirrels, 
birds and other creatures in the forest 
canopy. “More people would try to save 
their trees if municipalities would help 
them with some sort of tax relief,” he says.

Researchers suspect the emerald ash 
borer arrived in North America in wooden 

shipping pallets or crates from Asia. Adult 
insects, up to 13.5 mm long (about a 
half-inch) emerge in June and July and 
lay 60 to 90 eggs in the bark of ash trees. 
When larvae hatch they bore into the 
tree and feed on the inner bark, the layer 
that transmits nutrients and water. They 
chew in a serpentine pattern that looks 
like cold cooked spaghetti. Once larvae 
encircle a tree with their tunnels beneath 
the bark, they cut off the supply of 
nutrients and the tree dies. The spreading 
infestation threatens to wipe out hundreds 
of thousands of shade trees that make 
urban living pleasant, as well as a valuable 
source of hardwood for cabinetry, 
furniture, tool handles and baseball bats.

Most people don’t know their ash tree 
is infected until they look at their tree in 
the summer and notice it’s not looking 
well. If more than 30 per cent of the tree 
crown has died, the tree cannot be saved, 
says Foster. “If the top of the tree is alive 
and I can affirm that, then I can save that 
tree,” says Foster who treats about 1,200 
trees a year.

STORY WALTER FRANCZYK
PHOTOGRAPHY ONTARIO MINISTRY OF 
NATURAL RESOURCES AND FORESTRY
ILLUSTRATION SHEILA BRITTON

SAVE 
YOUR  
ASH

Although this tiny, 
beautiful insect looks 
like a shimmering 
green jewel, its effect on 
Ontario’s forests is ugly.

Adult insects, up to 13.5 mm 
long (about a half-inch) emerge 
in June and July and lay 60 to 
90 eggs in the bark of ash trees. 

1. Female ash borers lay 60 to 90 
eggs on the bark of an ash tree.

2. After hatching, the larvae bore into 
the tree’s inner bark to feed.

3. They remain there for 1-2 years, 
then pupate into adults.

4. The adults then chew a telltale 
D-shaped exit hole in the bark.

5. Adults, which can fly, then 
seek out new trees, and the 
process begins again.

LIFE CYCLE OF THE 
EMERALD ASH BORER

1
2

3

4

5
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Grey kitchens have arrived in a big way. Grey is the 
fastest growing cabinetry colour scheme. The trick 
is to make your grey pop. Enter yellow, the perfect 
complement. We suggest these yellow must-haves 
for your kitchen. 

in a grey kitchen
SUNSHINE

KITCHEN PHOTOGRAPHY 
NICOLE AUBREY

 Metallic chrome drum shade 
pendants hang above the 
island and over the sink.

A brushed nickel, goose 
neck faucet complements 
the stainless-steel apron sink

 Colours: Island cabinetry 
and pantry: Benjamin Moore 
Whale Gray (2134). Upper 
cabinetry: Benjamim Moore 
Winter White (OC-21) 

Wood shaker 
cabinetry doors in a 
transitional prof ile.

The island is topped 
with Cambria  Quartz.Add a pop of colour 

with fresh f lowers.

GURGLEPOT INC.: 
Gurgle Pot in Yellow

RAIN GOOSE TEXTILES: Bees 
Tea Towels in Yellow & Grey

KITCHENAID: 2.0-Quart 
Kettle with  in Citrus Sunrise

VILLEROY & BOCH: 
S+ Sun Flatware

RENWIL: 
Basca Vase

MERCANA: 
Razolla Clock

LIBBEY: Kentfield Red 
Wine Balloon Glass

LIBBEY: Bamboo 
Shaped Cooler Glass

LIBBEY: Signature 
Kentfield Estate All 

Purpose Wine Glass

LE CREUSET: 
Pepper Mill in Soleil

LE CREUSET: 
Revolution 6 Piece 
Utensil Set in Soleil

LE CREUSET: Round 
French Oven in Soleil

LE CREUSET: 
Stoneware Dinner Plate 
& Coupe Pasta Bowl 
in Soleil

SunshineInAGreyKitchen.indd   All Pages 2017-05-18   5:11 PM
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DIRECTIONS

•	 Preheat	grill	to	a	medium-high	heat	and	brush	with	vegetable	
oil.	Grill	corn	7	to	10	minutes,	rotating	until	each	cob	
begins	to	brown.

•	 In	a	food	processor	or	blender,	add	egg	yolks,	cold	water,	lemon	
juice,	Dijon	mustard	and	salt.	Pulse	to	combine.	With	the	mixer	
running	slowly,	drizzle	in	canola	oil.	The	mayonnaise	will	begin	to	
emulsify,	become	lighter	in	colour	and	then	opaque.	Remove	and	
divide	in	two.	

•	 For	Italian	street	corn,	add	garlic	and	herbs	to	half	of	the	
mayonnaise,	blend	well.	Spread	generously	onto	three	cobs	of	
grilled	corn	and	then	sprinkle	with	grated	parmesan	and	garnish	
with	chopped	parsley.	

•	 For	spicy	corn,	add	sriracha	sauce	and	lime	juice	to	the	other	half	
of	the	mayonnaise,	blend	well.	Drizzle	over	three	cobs	of	grilled	
corn	and	garnish	with	chopped	cilantro.		OH

two-way
STREET-STYLE
CORN

This recipe is a party favourite. 
Inspired by Elotes – Mexican street 
food – we’ve finished it two ways, 
spicy or Italian. This fun classic 
starts with sweet grilled corn on the 
cob and homemade mayonnaise.RECIPE AND PHOTOGRAPHY JENELLE MCCULLOCH

INGREDIENTS (Makes	6)

6 ears of corn, husked 

oil for grilling 

BASIC MAYONNAISE

1 ½ cups canola oil 

2 egg yolks 

2 Tbsp cold water 

2 Tbsp lemon juice

1 tsp Dijon mustard 

½ tsp salt 

ITALIAN CORN GARLIC
AND HERB MAYO 

1 clove garlic, minced

1 tsp parsley finely chopped 

1 tsp oregano, finely chopped

chopped parsley, for garnish 

grated parmesan, for garnish 

SPICY CORN 
SRIRACHA LIME MAYO 

2 tsp sriracha sauce 

1 tsp lime juice 

chopped cilantro, for garnish

Get	more	recipes	at	ourhomes.ca/mag/cookonline

TwoWayStreetStyleCorn.indd   1 1/2pg 2017-05-05   3:00 PM

 SOURCE IT
THE NEW, NEAT, UNIQUE, AND  
FABULOUS IN THE CITY OF TORONTO

GAUTIER
The Gautier brand is an 
ambassador for French 
elegance. It symbolizes a 
lifestyle and stands for the 
manufacture of top-quality 
products. Gautier earned its 
reputation as a manufacturer 
of children’s furniture, a sector 
in which quality and safety are 
paramount, and compromise is 
unthinkable.

Today, the company offers 
furniture for every room in 
your house: living room, 
dining room, adults’ bedroom, 
kids’ room, walk-in closets, 
storage units and much more. 
Gautier makes life that little 
bit easier by offering simple, 
contemporary furniture that 
combines warmth, harmony, 
pleasure and comfort!

In downtown Toronto since 
2012, Gautier established its 
only location in North America. 
More than salespeople, the 
Toronto team of designers have 
excellent product knowledge. 
We offer many advantages, 
from complimentary in-house 
consultation to 3D rendering, 
space planning and interior 
design tips. We can help 
you plan all your projects. 
From blending any Gautier 
furniture piece into your home 
or apartment, to creating a 
solution adapted for your 
space and your budget. We 
provide genuine piece of 
advice as much as impeccable 
customer service!  
For more information contact 
us at 416.777.9494
info@gautier.ca | gautier.ca
(Please see ad on pg 84)

RIORDON DESIGN
Riordon is a multi-disciplinary 
design boutique specializing 
in corporate brand and 
communications. Our expertise 
spans a range of creative 
services for both print and online 
media and has been featured 
to date in over 100 publications 
internationally – profiling a range 
of projects from brand identities 
and application, annual reports, 
corporate brochures, websites, 
direct mail, signage, interiors 
and packaging.

We take a holistic approach 
to brand design, including 
interior spaces. It’s a natural 
transition from creating a brand 
to thinking about how that 
brand will “live” in an office 
environment, retail location, 
educational facility etc. – 
designing spaces is part of 
creating a brand experience.

Riordon Design was 
incorporated in 1989. It was 
founded by husband and wife 
design team Ric and Shirley 
Riordon, who continue to take 
an active role in the firm. The 
background experience in 
brand design and corporate 
communications for some very 
sophisticated clients has earned 
Riordon a number of awards and a 
reputation for detailed excellence 
in both print and interactive 
communications. The depth and 
breadth of experience working 
with larger corporations over the 
years has equipped Riordon with 
the skills to provide a high level 
of outcome for entrepreneurial 
clients as well as the not-for-profit 
work they are committed to.
riordondesign.com 
905.339.0750 
(Please see ad on pg 9)
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HOW-TO:

Using a piece of chalk, sketch a 
puzzle pattern near both ends of the 
plank and in the centre to create two 
connecting serving boards.

With a jig saw, cut along the chalk lines. 

Sand all wood surfaces thoroughly, 
rounding edges with palm sander, 
and then wipe down both boards with 
a damp, lint-free rag to remove all 
sanding particles.

Wearing gloves and using a lint-free 
rag, apply an even coat of Watco 
Butcher Block Oil & Finish to seal and 
protect boards.

TOOLS & MATERIALS

Untreated hardwood 
board (approximate 
size eight-inches 
wide, 24-inches long, 
one-inch thick)

Electric jig saw

Disposable gloves 

Lint-free rags 

Sanding block

Electric palm sander

Chalk 

Watco Butcher Block 
Oil & Finish

    DIY
JIGSAW

STORY LEIGH-ANN ALLAIRE PERRAULT
PHOTOGRAPHY MICHAEL CARSON

To help carry food and 
beverages from inside to 
out, try flexing a little DIY 
muscle to create these easy 
and affordable puzzle piece 
serving boards.
Used individually at your next afternoon get-
together, or interconnected along the centre of your 
outdoor dining table to host a chic charcuterie 
evening al fresco, these unique boards will have you 
serving up style all season long.

SERVING
BOARDS

These boards are ideal for summer 
entertaining and make a great 
gift, too.  OH

DIYJigsawServing Boards.indd   2 2017-05-05   10:11 AM
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Subaru Canada, 4

BUILDERS

Ambassador Fine Custom  
 Homes Inc.,  2&3

Dreamwood Homes, 83

Mahzad Homes, 5

RAE-DIUS Construction Corporation, 37

The Rosseau Group, 11

BUILDING SUPPLIES

Fowler Construction, 55

FIREPLACES & STOVES

Nero Fire Design, 13

FLOORING/TILE/CARPET

Chestnut Flooring, 35

GRAPHIC DESIGN/WEB DESIGN

Riordon Design, 9, 79

HOME ACCENTS/HOME DÉCOR/ 
FURNITURE/COLLECTIBLES

Cornerstone Home Interiors, 17

Gautier, 79, 84

Resource Furniture, 37

Shelter Furniture, 6

The Chanticleer Shop, 37

Virez Home Interiors, 13

HOME IMPROVEMENTS/ 
RENOVATIONS

Georgian Renovations, 7

Julia West Home, 73

RAE-DIUS Construction Corporation, 37

INTERIOR DECORATING/ 
INTERIOR DESIGN/STAGING

Julia West Home, 73

Tapestry Décor, 55

Virez Home Interiors, 13

LANDSCAPE DESIGN/LANDSCAPING/
LAWN & GARDEN

Fowler Construction, 55

NEW HOME COMMUNITIES

Lovers Harbour – Dreamwood Homes, 83

The Rosseau Group – Legacy Cottages, 11

The Waterfront at Grandview, 39

PAINTING & DECORATING

Benjamin Moore, 33

REAL ESTATE

Engel & Völkers – Holly Stone, 23

Royal Lepage Lakes of Muskoka Realty –  
 Bob Clarke, 59

SPECIAL ASSOCIATIONS

CDECA, 73

Nature Conservancy Canada, 57

SPECIAL EVENTS

Elora Festival, 73

WINDOW FASHIONS

Julia West Home, 73

Tapestry Décor, 55

OUR HOMES is committed to ensuring the businesses above appear under the correct headings. To make a correction, or to have your business listed under more than 
one heading, please email anjana.mistry@ourhomes.ca or jill.campbell@ourhomes.ca. To have your business listed in our Home Resource Directory, call us to advertise at 
416.432.6160 or 416.303.4043.

OUR HOMES attracts the area’s finest businesses to advertise in our pages, and utilize our unparalleled distribution and coffee-table appeal to 
market their products and services. We’re making it easier for you, our readers, to become educated as you plan your home- and real estate-
related purchasing decisions. View these business ads online at ourhomes.ca/toronto. The listings below are organized alphabetically by industry.
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1. MUUTO: Elevated, Silent, Shade & Four  Vases  2. TECH LIGHTING: Quinton 
Pendant in Surf Green  3. COLE & SON: Palm Jungle 95/1003 Wallpaper  
4. MOSAÏQUE SURFACE: Nadja Tile in Calacatta Oro & Brass  5. KITCHENAID: 
Artisan Stand Mixer in Blue Willow  6. DELTA: Trinsic Single Handle Pull-Down 
Kitchen Faucet in Champagne Bronze  7. AMEROCK: Sea Grass CTC Cup Pull in 
Golden Champagne  8. ABBOTT: Mojave Succulents in Globe  9. LE CREUSET: 
Covered Sauté Pan in Caribbean  10. ABBOTT: Graphic Pumpkin Knob in 
Turquoise & Gold  11. NOVICA: Azure Chalice Handblown Recycled Glass Pitcher 
Set for 2  12. ABBOTT: Large Classic Pillar Candle in Navy Blue  13. BANQUET 
ATELIER & WORK SHOP: Wild Birds in Navy Blue 100% Linen Tea Towel  
14. JAIPUR LIVING: Barcelona I-O Drizzle Rug in Papyrus & Green Bay  15. BABA 
SOUK: Natural Seagrass Medium Belly Basket in Black  16. TON CANADA: Chair 
Split in Gradient Blue  17. MOE’S: Belem Rectangular Dining Table  18. ABBOTT: 
Rustic Rim Porcelain Dinnerware in Ocean  OH
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BLUElagoon

Cuttings from tropical plants 
make a simple yet bold statement.

3
2

Aquatic-themed spaces are a design 
trend we’re loving this year. Dive in and 
submerge your kitchen or dining area in 
colour palettes and elements inspired by 
oceans, lakes, lagoons and the creatures 
and plant life that inhabit them.

BlueLagoon.indd   2 2017-05-05   2:42 PM Lovers Harbour_TORONTO.indd   1 2017-05-12   4:10 PM
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